Introduction
Substitution rates between sequences are routinely compared using relative-rate tests that originally inferred the evolutionary rate of two sequences relative to a third one (Sarich and Wilson, 1973; Wu and Li, 1985) . It is one of the most common ways of testing molecular clock hypotheses. Recent developments of the relative-rate test allow the comparison of more than two sequences (Li and Bousquet, 1992; Takezaki et al., 1995) , and taking sampling and phylogeny into account (Robinson et al., 1998) .
Available programs computing relative-rate tests usually have little concern for user-friendliness, with the notable exception of PHYLTEST (Kumar, 1995) , or for the variety of formats used for sequence data. Lintre (Takezaki et al., 1995) , K2WuLi (Jermiin, 1997) and PHYLTEST each require a specific file format, and are available only for PC (and Unix for Lintre). Lintre uses a specific tree file format, which makes exchange with other programs, or even printing the trees, problematic. K2WuLi only allows comparison of one sequence to another with one outgroup, whereas PHYLTEST and Lintre use several sequences, but without taking into account phylogenetic information. Although Lintre can compare amino-acid sequences, and the three codon positions separately, none of these programs implements a model specific to proteincoding DNA sequences.
The program RRTree (Relative-Rate Test with a tree) presented here, (1) generalizes the relative-rate tests to any number of sequences, with phylogenetic weighting and (2) answers the aim of bringing the relative-rate test to biologists in a user-friendly way, and notably those who use large datasets. It also presents a relevant choice of distance methods (coding or non coding DNA, protein sequences).
Algorithm
The methods used in RRTree are mostly described in Robinson et al. (1998) , although we added here a larger choice of distance methods. See also Wu and Li (1985) , Li and Bousquet (1992) , and Takezaki et al. (1995) . Lengths of internal branches, and the associated variances, are estimated by a least squares estimate as in Li and Bousquet (1992) . The main originality of the implemented algorithm is weighting by the phylogenetic topology (phylogenetic uncertainties are allowed).
Sequences are grouped in ingroups, to be compared, and an outgroup, each containing any number of sequences (at least one). The distance between two groups of sequences is the mean of all distances between all pairs of sequences of the two groups, weighted by their phylogenetic positions and eventually (depending on method) the number of nucleotides compared. A full description of the weighting scheme may be found in Robinson et al. (1998) .
To allow use of independent phylogenetic information, a rooted guide tree must be provided, with the two ingroups monophyletic relative to the outgroup. Multifurcations can be specified by internal branches of length 0 in a bifurcating tree, or by 'real' multifurcations in the form (A, B, C). Lowly supported nodes can be discarded by the program, and thus considered as additional multifurcations. The nodes to discard are defined by a user-specified threshold on scores, usually bootstrap percentages, but it may be any other measure of support. The default value is set to 50, Berry and Gascuel (1996) having shown that discarding nodes under 50% bootstrap frequency yields trees significantly closer to the true tree than the fully resolved reconstructed tree. But the user is free to provide any other threshold, or keep all nodes. If no tree is provided, RRTree gives equal weight to all sequences within a group.
RRTree analyzes all types of sequences (i.e. coding/noncoding, nuclear/mitochondrial, nucleotides/amino acids). For coding nucleotide sequences different types of substitutions are computed, according to the method of Li (1993) and Pamilo and Bianchi (1993) . The program allows evolutionary rate evaluations at different divergence or saturation levels of the sequences, through choice of the relevant distance. Synonymous and non-synonymous transversions may in particular be useful when there is a GC-content difference between compared sequences, since transition computations, but not transversion computations, are then biased (Galtier and Gouy, 1995) .
The exact probability associated with the test is computed using integration by parts, assuming a normal distribution of the mean number of substitutions per site.
Input and Output
A single datafile of aligned sequences is compulsory to use RRTree. The following formats are implemented: MASE, CLUSTAL, GDE, FASTA, PHYLIP, NEXUS, MEGA, Lintre, and PHYLTEST. These formats cover the vast majority of programs biologists routinely use. The last two allow easy comparison with clock test results from these programs. RRTree automatically detects the file format and sequence type, while allowing manual specification. An eventual tree file should be in the NEWICK format.
To run RRTree the user needs to respond to queries, default options being systematically proposed, relevant to the type of data and the previous choices of the user, to help the non-specialist user. Names can be specified for the groups of sequences, making the output clearer. To facilitate multiple runs of RRTree on the same or similar datasets, a command file can be automatically or manually created, and used to run the program. This has been found especially useful to avoid re-entering lineage attribution of sequences when running the program several times on a large dataset.
The standard output, on the screen or in a file, includes for each pair of ingroup comparisons: topological weights given to all sequences, mean GC content of the two ingroups and the outgroup (DNA/RNA sequences only), mean substitution rates relative to the outgroup, the rate difference between the two ingroups, its standard deviation, and the probability associated to the test. All means are weighted when a tree is provided. An optional output file can contain the same results in a table, for analysis of large amounts of results under statistical software such as Microsoft Excel or Statview.
